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INVESTIGATE TfK GREAT LAKES EPAIRCI44ENT

For generations people have been drawn to the Great Lakes region by its abundant
natural resources and favorable climate. Their numbers and economic activity have
grown steadily to make the Great Lakes region the most heavily populated and
industrialized area in North America today.

To settlers and industry, the region's most attractive resources were furs, timber,
fertile soil, minerals and fish. At first these resources seemed virtually unlimited.
Moreover, they could be exploited profitably because the region's waterways provided
an inexpensive means of transport. In addition to transport, Great Lakes water was
an essential ingredient in the exploitation and processing of many of the area's other
resources.

The development of a large and complex human community around the ~t
Lakes intensified the demands upon ail natural resources. Those such as fur», timber
and minerals, which couid yield immediate economic gain, were soon depleted. Others,
such as the air, water and soil, were not depleted, but they were degraded by overuse
and pollution.

As they consumed the bountiful resources of the regio~ few people real@ed that
their rapidly growing economy was critically dependent upon a complex and vulnerable
natural system, the Great Lakes environment. They did not notice that their activities
could  and all too often did! have catastrophic consequences within their environment.

It has only been in recent decades that people have begun to see how intimately
natural and human systems are linked; how the Great Lakes environment at once
embraces such diverse elements as automobile production, energy development and Lake
Erie fishing.

Investi atin the Great Lakes Environment is a set of interdisciplinary teaching
materials written with this wide perspective in mind. It currently consists of two
units, designed for use by middle school students. Each unit provides the tools for
investigating a different aspect of the Great Lakes environment. The aspects chosen
for study are: the sea lamprey, and the Great Lakes fisheries. A third unit on Great
Lakes water quality is in preparation.

In alt of these units, change in the environment is a central theme. The activities
explore how people cause and respond to this change at both the personal and the
institutional level. Each unit wilt also develop skills useful for evaluating the potential
consequences of human activity in the environment and for taking action to mitigate
or prevent those consequences when they are destructive.



UNIT TWO: Great Lakes Fishing In Tranaiticm

The history of the Great Lakes fishery has been marked by dramatic changes
that illustrate how closely the environment, economics, and politics are interrelated.
The examination of this history reveals the far reaching effects of water pollution on
people's lives, the interdependence and interconnected nature of air, land, and water,
and the consequences of human actions, direct and indirect, for natural resources.

Commercial fishing began on the Great Lakes in the early 1800s and reached
its peak during World War I. Shortly after the war, this fishery changed significantly
and irreversibly. Qverfishing, caused by ever increasing numbers of fishers and new
gear that enabled fishers to catch more fish, severely reduced fish stocks.

Then in the 1940s, the sea lamprey, a parasitic eel-like fish, entered the Great
Lakes via the completed Erie and Welland canals. The sea lamprey, a true gourmet,
attacked the lake trout and other highly valued fish. The commercial fishery was
eventually devasted.

At the same time, declining water quality dealt another blow to the commercial
fishery. Farming, mining, lumbering, and industrial development adversely affected
Great I akes fish habitats. Phosphorus pollution from fertilizer runoff, use of detergents,
and storm sewer discharges depleted oxygen supplies in some Great Lakes waters. As
a consequence, certain fish species disappeared from these areas.

In the 1970s, perhaps the most serious threat occurred with the discovery of
toxic substances in Great Lakes fish. Today, these levels continue to limit the
commercial sale and healthful consumption of Great Lakes fish.  See Great Lakes
Fishery: A Brief History of the Fishery," included as part of the Background Materials.!

developing and instituting policies to combat these problems is not easy. Since
the Great Lakes border on eight states and one Canadian province, the only actions
which will work are joint actions. Getting ail these governmental units to agree on a
common policy is difficult. Agreement is also difficult because there are many
unanswered questions such as, who does the fishery belong to? Native Americans make
claims on the fishery through treaties they signed with the United States government.
The states claim the fishery belongs to them. Another question pertains to what
purpose the fishery is to be managed. Should the fishery be managed for sports or
commercial fishing?

This unit investigates these changes and issues for the Great Lakes fishery. It
introduces students to the human and natural factors which can affect a natural resource
and the various ways people have to solve the resulting problems. It also introduces
students to the complex interactions between environment, politics, and economics.



USING THIS LNIT

The activities in this unit are interdisciplinary. They encompass subject matter
from both the sciences and the social sciences. We realize that many teachers find
it difficult to introduce interdisciplinary materials in their classraoms. However, in
testing we found that both social studies and science teachers were enthusiastic about
the unit.

The significance of the decline of the fishery to the Great Lakes human and
natural environment cannot be adequately known if approached from the perspective of
a singie discipline. The skills and information of several disciplines are needed end
are drawn upon in the course of this presentation. Hence, the unit would be most
effective if all lG of its activities were used in sequence by a single teacher or team
of teachers. This would permit placing the decline of the fishery into its environmental,
historical, and biological context and present a more complete picture of its ecological,
economic, and social impacts.

These activities can, however, be used separately or selected end arranged in e
mini-sequence to accommodate schedule and curriculum requirements of individuals and
school systems who might wi sh to use them. The act ivi ti es can stand slane, since
later activities da not depend on prior activities for background. Indeed, we hope that
teachers who cannot use all of the unit's activities in sequence will select activities
from it and insert them in their teaching schedules when infarmati<m on the Great
Lakes environment is desired, or when the development of the skills stressed in these
activities is appropriate. For example, mathematics teachers could use Activity ¹6
far developing graphing skills and Activity ¹5-Part Ill, for practice in ratias. Social
studies teachers could use Activity 88 to introduce concepts of business organization
and jobs. A science teacher will find Activities ¹4 and ¹7 useful for exploring some
of the basic concepts of ecology.

Activity ¹I.G, CM.MlNATION PROJECT, is a specially designed ectivity which
brings together many of the natural resource issues developed in this unit. Through a
simulatian of an actual court case, students tackle the difficult political, legal, economic,
cultural, and social questions which are a part of every environmental controversy.
This activity is recommended to any teacher interested in giving his/her students
additional insight into the complexity of environmental problems and their solutions.

The filmstrip/tape, "Great Lakes Fishing In Transition," is an excellent introduction
ta all the activities and is recommended for use with whatever selecton of activities
might be used.

The skills develaped in these activities are same of those typically stressed in
grades 6-B.



These materials have been tested In grades 6-8 In nine schools In Michigan
between 1917 and 1979. The schools' settings varied from inner-city Detroit to rural
northern Michigan. Evaluation sites were chosen with the goal of obtaining es wide a
socio-economic spectrum of classroom environments ea possible. Over 700 students end
their teachers used the materials as pert of the evaluation program.

The evaluation showed that the activities were focused enough l.o meet specific
educational objectives in the middle school age groups. At the same time, they were
open-ended and adaptive enough to be successful ln many classroom aituationaI single
teachers, teems, mult}-age classrooms, and others. They were used In language arts,
science, earth science, social studies classes. Soma materials even found their way
into community college end university settings, to our great surprise.

While the materials were being teated ln the classroom at various sites around
the State of Michigan, the unit wes also being reviewed by content and curriculum
specialists. The unit was revised in the lighl. of these evaluations and those activitias
which were substantially changed es a result were tested again in a selected number
of classrooms end reviewed once more by content end curriculum specialists, The
product of this process then went to editors to emerge in its present form.

We would like to maintain contact with the ~era of this unit for the purpose
of aeeidng out their suggestions on how this unit and others might. be improved.
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Sports Fishery
The Great Lakes recreational fishery is worth about 1

billion dollars to the region's economy each year according to
recent economic studies.* This figure is based on the amount
of money people are willing to spend to go fishing for such
things as food, bait, motels, clothing, boats, and gear. Anglers
directly spend about $440 million annually to fish the Great
Lakes and this translates into about $1 billion in regional
incomes The following chart shov,s the major sports species in
each lake.  s!o complete figures are available for the quantity
and value of the actual fish caught.  Economic figures refer to
both the Canadian and U.S. fisheries.!

Lake Superior
 coldwater fishers!
brown trout

brook trout

chinook salmon

coho salmon

lake trout
smallmouth bass

smelt

wa I 1ey e

yellow perch

Minnesota

Michigan
Lake Huron

 coldwater fishery!
chinook salmonLake Michigan

 coldwater fishery! chubs

coho salmon

lake herring

northern pike

St. Lawrence Riuer ~
Lbrook trout

brown trout

chinook salmon

coho salmon

lake trout
northern pike
rainbow trout

smallmouth bass

smelt

walleve

Wisconsin
rainbow trout

SaginawI[ay smallmou th bass
whitefish

Lake Ontario

 warmwater fishery!

bass
vellow perch

chinook salmon

lake trout

northern pike
smelt

Lake Erie New York
St. Clair River
I.ake St. Clair
Detroit Riuer

 warmwater fishery!

channel catfish smelt
yello~ perch coho salmon steelhead

drum walleye Pennsylvania
northern pike vellow perch

smallmouth bass
OhioIndianaIllinois

Fishing Cear
Recreational fishing is done at piers and breakwaters,

along the shore of the Great Lakes major tributaries, and in
boats on the open water. On shore and piers, anglers primarily
use spinning rods with natural bait, spoons, or plugs, that are
fished on or near the water's bottom. On the open water
equipment has become quite sophisticated. Sonar devices are
used by some anglers to locate depths at which fish are
feeding. Once located, rods are lowered with downriggers
 heavy lead balls on cables! used to hold the lines and lures at
these depths.

Ta helm, Daniel R, et al, Current Lstimates of Great Lakes Fisheries
Values A Status Report, C,ruat Lakes Fishery Commission, Ann Arbor, Michigan, '1979



Commercial Fishery
Only about 600 commercial tishermen are left today on

the Creat Lakes. Together they bring in about $36 million in
dockside value of Great Lakes fish annually Translateci into
pounds that equals about 104 million pounds of fish The
regional economic impact ot the tishery is about $160 million
per year. This figure is based on the fac:t that the tinal market
value of Creat Lakes fish is 3 to 0 times more than its
dockside ~alue The following chart summarizes the principal
commercial fish species caug>ht in ea  h lake Total c atc h and
total value figures have been rounded otf and includ!
miscellaneous species not listecl Figures refer to both the
Canadian and U S fisheries and include Georgian l3av, Creen
Bay, and the North Channel.

Value
$$$$$1

Lake Erie
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Lake Ontario
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104 million Ibs
$36 million

8 million lbs.
$3, 500,000

2 million Ibs
$1,550,000

36 million lbs,
$6,000,000

a2.a million lbs.
$21,000,000

5.5 million lbs.
$3,000,000

Total catch
Total value

Fishing Gear Purse seines: are nets shaped like giant drawstring purses
Unlike gill nets, they are placed in the water when fish
are located and quickly pulled up, allowing undesired
fish to be thrown back

Trap nets: are comparatively small nets which are
stretched along the bottom with anchors and ropes Fish
are tunneled along the net into pots which are pulled up
separately Used for whitefish

Trawls: are effective gear for abundant species like smelt
and alev ives The trawl nets are attached to boats and
dragged through the v«ater IVhen depth sounders locate
fish, the net is lowered into the water and held open by
1'loats yyhen the net is full, power winches haul it back
up and the catch is dumped on deck

"These 1979 tigures were compiled from the tollowing sources 0 5 Fish and W'ildliie Ser ice, Great Lakes Fisher!
Commission, and the Fisheries Branch, s  n>str  ot Natural Resources, Ontario, Canada

Slew it»
Bufialo
Burhc!t
Bullheaci>
C arp
C'harm  I   att>sh
C huh>
Ee s
G>zzarcl shad
C;oldr>sh
lah» h»rr>ng
Lake it>c> I geon
lake trout
I ak   vh tef>ih
Northern pik»
Ou>llhack
Rock nav>
Ro >nd nhit»i;sh
Shc.cosh»ad
Sm»lt
Suc.ker~
Suniish
W all»3»
yyhitc bas'
white per  h
yellow perch

Gill nets, purse seines, travvls, and trap nets are the
principal commercial fishing gear used in the Great Lakes
A short description of each follows

Gill nets: are mesh nets woven in diamond shape patterns
and strung beteen two cords underwater to form a
barrier. Depending on the size of the mesh, ditferent size
fish are caught. The nets are used to catch a variety of
species including whitetish, chubs, lake herring, vellow
perch, and burbot. Because the nets catch different fish
species indiscriminately, they have been blamed for
reducing lake trout populations in the pursuit of
whitefish and other species
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A Lake by Lake Look at Fishery Issues

Lake Stability of Fish PopulationsEnvironmental Quality Competition Among Users

~ Some comp  tit ion betii een
comn>ere ial and sports fishermen for
is a lieve iihich could aite< t their
stabilitv

~ Grow ing < oncern that increasing
commercial and sports demands for
walleip and yellow perch mav lead to
overhari esting

Erie*

Huron
~ Indirect competition betiveen

commercial and sports fishermen for
lake trout Lake trou', are caught if1
corn<,1prcial I,'III nets ivhen tiihing fnr
nthpr sp 'cfps

Michigan

Ontario

~ Presentli, there. is little competition
hptWeen uspri

Superior
~ Some competition hetw 'Pn all thrPP

user ttroups tnr jake trout but sports
hsheri i not l,irge at present

I jlghli <if'92 t'lnj!l'll linn llf>t' n! tkt',l  i f'+4 l ! fhf' rl'in<fr  t' Cliff l  Lilt lnd,in import lnt iirh  ri is.u  on Lake Frie

~ Degradation ot ivater quality from
soil erosion continues tn reduce
habitat and spaiining success in
certa:n areas

r Chemical contamination not a
significant problem

~ Degradation of ii ater quality from
is aste discharges and riiing ii ater
temperatures from power plant
dis . hargei mav reduce fish habitat
espenally in Saginaw Bav

~ Significant levels nf PCBs hai e be n
tound in fish

~ Concern over the potential effects ot
iv i n t e r n a v i tt a t i o n on t i s h s p a ii n i n g
g r 0 Ll n cl s

r Degradation of isater qua liti from
land use acti< ities and i< aste
discharges aftects tish spaiining
success in certain <1reas

~ High levels of PCBs r'ound in r ish ar 
declining hut dieldrin is a problem

~ Poor iiater qua liti in nearshore area>
Ifmft~ habitat for successr'ul spaiining

~ Cnntaminants iu< h as mirei, PCB't
and mercuri are a serious problem

~ Concern about the potential
eni irnnmental eftects ot winter
naii ation on tish spaiining grounds

~ Oi era ll i< a ter quality is good and
improi ing in j>rpi iousli poor areas.
e g St Louis Rfi'er hai been cleaned
and i<alleV p arp making a comeback
There ii c oncern hoiiever that nnii
that the river fs < leaned, lamprev iii! I
be abls to spaiin there again

~ Concern about the j>otentlal
environmental ettecti nf ><inter
nai igatlon on tish ipaiining grn<lnds

r Commercial and ~ports f,ihers are
competing for chub~ and velloiv
perch

~ Conflict between iporti r:shers and
ikativ e Amer < ans regard<i'Ig Iak 
trout

~ Lake trout are still not self-sustaining.
but remain in a stocked r'isherv, due
to oierhariesting, lamprey predation,
competition iiith other speciei for
torage fish, and unknoiin reasons
now under studv

~ Oi Prhari esting o? r'orage fish like
smelt and aleiiives tor the
commercial fisherv mav limit
supportable populations of trout and
salmon

~ Lake trout are still not selt-sustainf<1g,
but remain a stocked fisherv due to
overharieiting, lamprey predation,
and unknown reasons under studv

~ Von-native species like iihite perch
and carp are competing with native
stocks for food

~ Lamprey predation itill is a problem
~ Concern about potential oier-

hari eating of ivhitefish, isalleve and
i eiioii perch

~ Lake trout still not self-sustaining due
to lamprev predation, oierhari esting,
and unhnoivn reasons noii under
stuclv

' Decline ot lake herring causing
concern, reasons unknoivn

~ Pink salmon population is increasing
and cnmpeting ivith more valuable
species for foocl



FISH Aht! OKT
PART I

FISH PRCXKX:T %%tVEY

l. FISH AND FISH PRODUCT
SURVEY master

2. GROUP MASTER LIST master

FISH AhD T~IR SOURCES:
A RESOURCE GUIDE master



Fish and Oiet

To The Teacher

F ish and diet begins students' investigation of the Great Lakes fishery. It introduces
students to the role which fish and fish products play in their community and lives.
The activity is divided into three parts. In part one, Fish Product Survey, students
determine what kinds of fish and fish products are locally available, and they explore
the factors which determine the availability of Great Lakes fish and fish products in
the market place. In part two, Fish Freshness Experiment, students discover how
rapidly fish decay when not properly kept or preserved. Students explore the relationship
between smelling and tasting fish. In part three of Fish and Diet, Family and Community
Fish Use, students investigate the role of fish in their diet and culture.

Part I

Fish Product Survey

A wallpaper-and-paint store, a garden supply shop and your local supermarket � would
you suspect that they all sold products made from fish? Chances are, your students
would not. They would be surprised to learn that fish are used in paint oils and
fertiiizers as well as human food.

In Part I, Fish Product Survey, students will discover the wide diversity of products
in which fish are a primary or secondary component. They will also discover that few
of these products are made from Great Lakes fish. This activity begins to explore
the reasons for this.

Q~bectives

1. The student will be able to name and locate on a world map two major bodies of
salt water and two major bodies of fresh water which are sources of fish.

2. The student will be able to name and locate on a world map three countries from
which the United States or Canada import fish.

The student will be able to calculate, using the scale on a globe, the distance fish
are transported from any of these countries to their horne town.

4. Given the price and net weight or volume of three fish products, students will be
able to calculate the cost per pound  or kilogram or quart! of each.

5. The student will be able to name five businesses in hisfher community which sell
fish or fish products.

6. The student will be able to name two benefits and two disadvantages of buying fish
caught near them instead of buying fish from far away.



7. The student wiil be able to name two major factors affecting the retail price of

8. The student will be able to formulate one hypothesis explaining why Great Lakes
fish might be scarce in local markets.

Vlaterials Provided

l. FISH AND FISH PRODUCT SURVEY master

2. GROUP MASTER LIST master

3. FISH AND THEIR SOURCES; A RESOURCE GUIDE master

Materials Re uired From Local Sources

l. Globe  several if possible!

2. Several two foot pieces of string for each group

Several pieces of scratch paper and one felt-tip marker for each group

4. Several rulers or yardsticks for each group

5. One large-scale display map of i.he world

6. One copy of FISH AND FISH PRODUCT SURVEY for each group

7. One copy of GROUP MASTER LIST for each student

8. One copy of FISH AND THEIR SOURCES: A RESOURCE GUIDE for each group

9. Seven sheets of newsprint

Procedure

l. Explain that the class is going to carry out an investigation to determine the
extent of fish products in today's markets, and how many of those products come from
the Great Lakes. Students wiil survey their homes and local markets. They will try
to find out where these fish products come from. Later, in the class, they will calculate
the distances from these places to their community.

2. Give each student one copy of FISH AND FISH PRODUCT SURVEY FORM.
Review the sample form, explaining how il, should be filled out.



All students should survey their own home. In addition, ask for volunteers to
visit and survey the following:

a! a fresh fish market counter  two students might divide this job!

b! supermarket frozen food shelves

c! supermarket canned food shelves

d! supermarket pet food shelves

e! ethnic  especially various Oriental! food markets

f! garden supply fertilizer shelves

g! f ast f ood restaurant

h! seafood restaurant  check menu only!

i! farm animal feed supply store

j! gourmet sections of supermarket  canned and refrigerated goods!

Suggest that students doing special surveys go to the stores during hours which are not
rush hours, and that they get their parents to help if possible. Also, encourage students
to fill out their survey form as completely as possible. Point out that there will be
items for which it is very difficult to tell place of origin, especially since many items
are labeled by the distributor's, rather than the processor's, location. The source list
included here should help at a later point in the activity. The survey part of this
activity might best be done over the weekend.

4. When students return with completed forms, divide the class into five or six
groups. Give each group a copy of GROUP MASTER LIST and a copy of FISH AND
T~IR SOURCES: A RESOURCE GLiIDE. Each group also needs several 2-foot pieces
of string, access to a globe  try to get as many giobes as you can! and rulers or yardsticks.

5. In the group setting, each student should try to fill in any blanks on herfhis
survey sheet. They should use the RESOURCE GUIDE to find out where fish products
came from. To calculate the distance for each product, they should use the formula
on the Group Master List, using the scale on the globe. To calculate price per pound
they should use the formula also on GROUP MASTER LIST. Since some children will
have longer lists than others, encourage the group to eliminate any duplicate fish
products and to share the calculations as evenly as possible.  This part of the activity
will probably take at least one class period.!

6. When all the individual lists are completed each group should compare their
findings. As a group, they should fill in their GROUP MASTER LIST, noting the group's
Best Buy, Worst Buy, and Best Great Lakes Buy for each Product Type Category.



NEWSPRINT EXAMPLE

Frozen Food

 z!

Price per Pound DistanceBest Buy

Price per Pound
 or Kg!

DistanceBest Great Lakes Buy

Price per Pound
 or Kg!

DistanceWorst Buy

8. When the teacher and the class are finished with their previous tasks, the
teacher should pass to each group: a! a felt-tip marker and b! one of the newsprint
sheets  above!. Each group should fill in its Rest Buy and Best Great Lakes Buy  where
there is one! and the data indicated. Then the group should pass the newsprint on to
its neighbor group, and so on, until each group has filled in data for all seven categories.

9. When all the qroups have filled in their data, all seven sheets should be posted
on the classroom wall. The teacher should also Uisplay a world map on the wall.

l0. Teacher and class should examine each sheet and pick out the Best Buy, Rest
Great Lakes Buy, and Worst Buy, for each category. The "winning" entries should be
identified by the contributing group. A representative from that group should go to
the world map and show the class where the fish or fish product originated. After
Best Buys for all cateqories have been identified, have class identify the Best Buy  for
human food! overall and Worst Buy overall, reqardless of category.

7. While the students are filling out their Group Master Lists, the teacher should
prepare seven newsprint sheets, one for each Product. Type Category. Each sheet should
display the name of the product type at the top, with 'the following inforrnaton:
Buy, Price per Pound  or Kg!, Distance  one line!; Best Great Lakes Buy, Price per
Pound  or Kg!, Distance  one line!; and Worst Buy, Price per Pound  or Kq!, Distance
 one line!. Leave plenty of room below each line. Each group will fill in their data
under Best Buy, Best Great Lakes Buy, and Worst Buy  see example below!.



11. Through discussion or written exercise, have students discuss the following
quest i ons:

a! Would you expect the distance travelled by fish and fish products to affect
their prices? From your survey results, can you tell if it did? Why or why
not?  Energy costs and type of transportation are major factors.!

b! Looking at your class's Best Buy, do you think it would always be the best
buy from month to month or year to year? What factors might cause changes
in fish prices?  supply, demand, labor costs, seasonal fluctuations in different
fish species, type of transportation used, processing and storage costs, changes
in energy costs!

c! Would you expect the type of processing and storage to affect fish prices?
From your survey results, can you tell if it did? Why and why not?  energy
costs of freezing versus canning, economies of scale in frozen fish may make
up for energy costs of freezing, fresh fish have high perishibility and short shelf
life as well as high labor costs!

d! How did the prices of Great Lakes fish compare with those of ocean fish?
What factors may account for those differences?

e! Is your community special in any way which might affect the costs and
types of fish in your local markets?

f! How many people in your community work at jobs somehow connected to
selling fish. Try to make a class estimate.

g! How did the number of Great Lakes fish in local markets compare with fish
from other places?

h! What might help explain the scarcity of Great Lakes fish in local markets?

10
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GROLP MASTER LIST

Instructions

1. To fill in the missing information on your own survey forms, you will have to:

a! check the FISH AND THEIR SOURCES: A RESOURCE GUIDE.

It will tell you where your fish or fish products came from.

b! To figure out the distance between your horne and where the fish came from,

follow this procedure:

i! On the globe, stretch a string between your home and 'the place your

fish product came from. Mark the distance with your fingers.

ii! Measure the string distance with a ruler. Write the length down.

iii! Find out the scale on your globe. For example, it might be one inch

equals 660 miles.

iv! Calculate the distance in miles by multiplying the string distance by

the scale. For instance, on the globe above, a four inch string length

would be equal to 4 x 660 = 2640 miles.

c! To figure out the price per pound of your fish products divide the total price

of the product by the number of ounces and multiply this by 16. For example,

a 7 oz. can of sardines which sells for 68 cents. The cost per pound is

68

7 x 16 = $1.44 per pound.

If your products are sold by the kilogram or quart, calculate price per kilogram

or quart in the same way.

d! If you finish filling the missing sections of your survey, help others in your

group finish theirs.



2. After everyone in your group has finished filling out. their own surveys, compare
your results. determine the group's Best Buy  cheapest price per pound or
kilogram!, Best Great Lakes Buy and Worst Buy for each category of fish or
fish product.

3, Record your Best Buy, Best Great Lakes Buy  if you have one! and Worst Buy
for each category on the appropriate sheet of newsprint. There will be one
sheet of newsprint. for each category circulating among the groups, Also list
price per pound  or kilogram or quart! and Distance Fram Horne for each Best,
Buy, Best Great Lakes Buy, and Worst Buy.

14
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FISH AND THEIR SOLRCES: A RESOLHCK GLKDE

Name of Fish Sour ce

FRESH

Bluefish Fillets

U.S. mid-AtlanticFillets

Whole

8 ost on s el e

Buf falo U.S. mid-Atlantic-Virginia
Chesapeake Bay

F ill et.s

Fillets

Cod U.S. North Atlantic

North AtlanticHaddock
 God's fish!

F il letsLake trout

U,S. mid-Atlantic

Seafood:

'elaine

Chesapeake Bay

LiveLobster

Oysters in shell

 live!

WholeScallops

Snow crab Legs

16

Lemon sole

Ocean perch

Pollock

Scrod

Sea trout

Turbot

Whitefish

Whiting

F ill ets

F il lets

F ill ets

Fillets

F il lets

Fillets

Fillets

Fillets

U.S. Atlant.ic Ocean

North A tl antic-Chesapeake Ba y

Northwest Canada; Canadi an
inland lakes; Great Lakes

U.S. mid-Atlantic-Chesapeake Bay

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. mid-Atlantic

U,S. mid-Atlantic

Great Lakes-Northwest Canada

U.S. North Atlantic

Gulf coast-U.S, South Atlantic

Alaska



SourceT e of Fish
CANNE D

Portugal, Peruvian coast

Iceland

Whole, paste

In oil

F ish: Anchovi es

Brook trout

"Caviar"

whi tef ish
red salmon
sturgeon

Alaska

Iran, U.S.S,R� Iceland
Fish eggs

Icel andPate, roeCod

"Gefilte fish"

carp  freshwater!
mullet
pike
whi t efi sh

Cakes, balls

Pickled,
creamed

Holland, Iceland, North AtlanticMarring

Oil/water
packed

Pacific Ocean  often caught with
tuna!

Jack mackerel

Salmon
chum

pink
red sockeye

Oil/water
packed

N.W. C oas t, US A, Alaska

Sardines N or wa y, D enm ark, M oroc co, Spain
Portugal, North Atlantic

Dressed

Oi I/water
packed

Tuna Pacific Ocean, esp. California
coast

Seafood: Clams Chowder Chesapeake Bay

Chesapeake Bay; NW Canada

Prince Edward Island, Canada

Far East  Korea!; North Atlantic

Spain, Portugal

Chesapeake Bay

Crab

Lobster Meat

Muss els

Octopus

Oysters

Shrimp

Smoked

3apan, South American coast
 Pacific!; Gulf coast

Far East  Thailand, Malaysia!

Caribbean

Squid

Tur tl e Soup

1.7

Great Lakes, Mississippi River
F I o ri da, Gul f Co as t
Great Lakes, C anadi an inl and lakes
Great Lakes, Canadian inland lakes



T e of Fish T~e Source

FROZEN

F'ish: Cod

Cod sticks

"F ish * Chips"
 Whi ting!

"Fish kabobs"

 pollock!

"Fish, scallops,
shrimp"  New

Engl and,
Taste O'Sea!

TV dinners *

prepared foods

F il lets

F il lets

Flounder

Haddock

Haddock 0 Gratin TV dinner
prepared foods

Ocean Fish
 S wa ns on's!

N.E. U.S. coast

r iilets N.E. U.S. coastOcean perch

TV dinner N.F. U.S. coast

WholeRainbow trout

TV dinner and
prepared foods

Tuna Noodle
Casa er o1 e
 Stouf f er's!

Fillets

Whole

Turbot

Whiting

Halibut

'Haiibut sticks

Lake perch

Lake smelt

Ocean Perch

 Weight Watcher's!

Fillet

Fish sticks

Fish sticks

Fish sticks

Steak

Fish sticks

F ill ets

Whole

TV dinner

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. coast; mid-Atlantic

North Atlantic; Gulf coast USA

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. North Atlantic

U,S. North Atlantic

N.E. U.S. coast

N.W. U.S. coast

Great Lakes

Great Lakes

Idaho, California  fish farms!

Pacific Ocean

U.S. North Atlantic

U.S. North Atlantic



S~tle SourceT e of Fish

Seafood:
Tai!sCrab

Soft shellCrab

TailsLobster

Shrimp Whole

MIS CF LLANEOUS

Smoked/
dressed

Great Lakes  Michigan,
Superior, Huron!

Chubs

"dried"  many
varieties!

Far East  Japan China!Dried

Pickled, whole Net herl ands

'vlaine, Massachusetts coast

Herr ing

Sabl e Smoked/
dressed

Salmon  lox! Smo k ed f il l et s

Fish sandwich

Alaska

North Atlantic

Cat Food  Fish used in cat food are generally scraps and portions not
used for human consumption.!

West Coast, USA h Canada

U.S. mid-North Atlantic

Kitty salmon with sauce

Cat's Choice  Ocean fish!

9 Lives

 Fish, crab, shrimp!

See "Tuna"Chicken parts A tuna

Cat Chow

 condemned fish solubles!

The "North Atlantic" refers to the fishing grounds extending from approximately
Massachusetts up the coast of Canada, across to Iceland and into the North Sea of
Europe. These are extremely productive fishing waters.

+Atlantic "whitefish" refers to any one of several fish having white flesh caught in
these waters. It may be cod, haddock, turbot or ocean perch.

McDonald's

Fishburger
 " At 1 ant i c
"whitefish"!

Alaska

Chesapeake Bay

U.S. North Atlantic

Florida
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PART II
FISH FRE~SS EXPERIk% NT

To the Teacher

Kids are usually not too keen on fish. This may be because of the so-called,
"fishy smell" of fish. However, fresh fish do not smell at all. But fresh fish, unless
kept very cold, do decay rapidly and within a day begin to smell. Eal,ing or being
around fish which are not fresh can be a very poor experience.

In this part of Fish and Oiet students will be given an opportunity to conduct an
experiment to determine if fresh fish do smell. Students will compare the rate of
decay of fish meat versus red meat in preserved and unpreserved samples.

1. Students should be able to explain why fish decay rapidly, begin to smell and
how this could affect an individual looking for fish.

2. Students will be able to explain a relationship between the smelling and tasting
of fish.

Students will know how to tell fresh fish.

4. Students will be able to list two ways to prevent bad fish oil smells when they
cook fish.

5. Students will be able to explain how salt preserves fish.

Materials Provided

1. FISH FRESHNESS EXPERIMENT: STUOENT INSTRUCTIONS master

2, OBSERVATION WORKSHEET master

EXPERIMENT QUESTIONS master

AUTOMOATIC 'FISH SNIFF'ER' master

Material Re uired from Local Sources

1. Two 2-inch slices of fresh fish meat

2. Two 2-inch slices of fresh beef

One 2-inch slice of fresh fish for each day of the experiment

Two tablespoons of salt

5. Five saucers

20



6. A carnation or potpouri

7. Clear food wrap

B. One blindfold

9. One copy of FISH FRESHNESS EXPERIMENT: STUDFNT INSTRUCTIONS for
each student

10. One copy af OBSERVATION WORKSHEET for each student team

11. One copy af EXPERIMENT QUESTIONS for each student team

12. One copy of AUTOMATIC 'FISH SNIFFER' for each student team

Procedur e

Nate: It is best ta begin this activity on a Monday or Tuesday.

1. Begin the activity by asking your students ta raise their hands if they like to
eat fish.

2. Ask several of these students to share their experience with eating fish,

Ask several of the students who do not like to eat fish to share why they
dislike fish.

4. Explain to your students that. kids are usually not too keen an fish because of
their so-called "fishy smeli."

5. Explain to your students that they will be conducting an experiment to determine
if fresh fish really do smell.

6. Give each student a capy of FISH FRESHNESS EXPERIMENT: STUDENT
INSTRUCTIONS. Allow five minutes for students to read the instructions.

7. Divide your class inta teams of two.

B. Give students five minutes to meet with their partner. Ask them to arrange
three times during each day for the next three days when they can come in
to class for ten minutes ta conduct their observations, Their observations should
be done in teams of two at different parts of the day separated by two to
three hours.

9. After students have arranged for their observations, set up the experiment with
your students present. Make sure students can see the salting process of the
fish and meat. First rub the salt well into one piece af fish and one piece of
meat. Then place the four samples  fresh fish, fresh meat, salted fish, salted
meat! each an a separate small plate and cover with a clear food wrap.



10. Label the dishes as follows:

a! for fresh fish, b! for fresh beef, c! for fresh salted fish, d! for fresh salted
beef, and e! for a fresh piece of fish meat placed on a clean dish each morning
of the second and third days.

ll, Place the dishes in a place where they all have the same light and temperature
condi t i ons.

l2. Give each student team a copy of OBSERVATION WORKSHEET. Review. Have
your students conduct their observations.

15. On day two of the experiment place a fresh piece of fish on dish e. Replace
this piece of fish with a fresh piece of fish each subsequent day of the
experiment.

14. You should be able to keep your samples for several days. When the class and
you generally agree one of the samples is rotten, the experiment should be ended.

15. When the experiment is over give one copy of EXPERIMENT QUESTIONS and
AUTOMATIC 'FISH SNIFFER' to each student team.

l6. Have students answer the questions. Students should use the AUTOMATIC 'FISH
SNIFFER' article to help t.hem answer question nine.

17. After students have answered the questions, discuss each question with your class.

22



FISH FRE~SS EXPER1MM: STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS

To The Student

Are you a little nervous about eating fish? Lots of people are. They' ve probably
tasted fish that was cooked incorrectly or after it wasn't fresh any more, Tasting
fish like that leaves bad memories in your mouth and nose.

Nose? What has your nose got to do with eating fish? Well, quite a bit actually.
Fish contain many delicate oils. These oils begin to change chemically very soon after
the fish dies. When they change, they have strong odors. Those odors are responsible
for the bad memories you may have about eating fish.

There are two ways to prevent bad fish oil smells when you cook fish. One is to
cul. off the oily parts of the fish before cooking. The oily or fatty parts are in the
fish beily, and along the dark line which goes down the side of the fish's body.

The second way to prevent fish odors is to cook or preserve the fish as soon as
possible after it dies. It also helps to keep the fish very cold until you prepare it.
Commercial fishers do this by packing the fish in ice chips.

Another way of slowing down or preventing fish odor is to salt or pickle the fish
meat. Bath salt and vinegar kill germs  bacteria! which cause the fish oils to change.
In countries where it is hard to get ice, salt has always been used to preserve fish.
In fact, salt is used in pickling, drying and smoking fish. There are traditional ways
of preserving fish all over the world, from Iceland to China. Commercial fishers soak
chub and whitefish in salt water before smoking them.

Now you are going to do an experiment. You should be able to answer the
following questions after doing the experiment:

l. How soon does fish meat begin to smell after being left in the open?



2. Does fish begin to smell bad faster than beef?

Does salt slow down the process of going bad?

What to do:

1. Meet with your assigned partner and work out a schedule. Arrange three

times during each day for the next three days when you and your partner can

come into class for ten minutes to conduct your observations. Observation

times on each day should be separated by two to three hours each.

2. There are two jobs in this experiment. One of you will be the Sniffer and

the other will be Recorder. Decide which job each of you will take. Make

sure the Sniffer does not have a cold.

3. Before the experiment begins, your teacher will place four labelled preparations

on a desk or countertop. On four plates there will be:

Plate a. Fresh fish

Plate b. Fresh beef

Plate c. Fresh salted fish

Plate d. Fresh salted beef

Plate e. On each new day of the experiment a fresh piece of fish will be

placed on a fifth plate. This will be marked as daily fresh fish.

Each of these preparations will be covered with clear plastic wrap. Eventually, all

of these preparations will get smelly. However, each will get smelly at a different

time. Your job is to figure out just how it happens.

4. You and your partner will be doing a Sniff Test three times a day. Do the

first sniff test during this class period.

24



5. How to do a Sniff Test:

A. Recorder blindfolds the Sniffer.

B. Recorder holds one of the plates near Sniffer's nose and lifts the plastic

wrap a bit.. Sniffer sniffs.

C. Recorder asks the sniffer if the preparation is:

Qderless? Faint oder? Slightly smelly? Quite smelly? Rotten smelling?

D. Recorder marks down the answer on the OBSERVATION WQRKSHEFT.

E, Recorder holds up another plate for the Sniffer. Be sure to hold up the

Plates in different order each time you do a Sniff test. That way the

Sniffer won't be able to tell what's coming next. Record the answer and

give the Sniffer another Nose Test.

F. Repeat until you' ve done all four plates. Qn the second and third days

there will be a fifth plate with a new piece of fresh fish.

G. Then both partners should note changes in appearance on each plate.

H. Keep on doing Sniff tests until the class agrees that one of the preparations

has reached the Really Rotten stage. Keep your QBSERVATIQN

WORK SHEET f or further discussion.

!. You and your partner should now answer the questions asked on

EXPER!MENT QUESTIONS.

25



EXPERIMENT QUESTIONS

1. What preparation became really smelly first,?

2. Does beef or fish go bad more quickly?

What difference daes salt make?

4. Suggest what caused changes in the appearance of each preparation.

5. Even if you couldn't smell, would it be safe to eat the fish after it began lo

get smelly? Why?

6. Should governments make rules about how meat and fish products should be

stored and sold? Why?

7. Did the very fresh fish smell much?

8. The next time you go to a fish market, haw couid you tell if the fish were

still fresh and good to eat?

9. The experiment you did is like work you might do if yau were a Food Scientist.
Men and women actually do this kinrl of research for a living. Of course, it' s

more complicated. Read the article Automatic 'Fish Sniffer'. After reading

the article write down five things you would have to learn about in a university

if you wanted to do this kind of research.

26



Slight.
OdorOdorless

Sniff Test Nl

Sni f f T est /f2

a. Fresh fish

b. Fresh beef

c. Salt fish

d. Salt beef

Sniff Test f/3

a. Fresh fish

b. Fresh beef

c. Salt fish

d. Salt beef

a. Fresh fish

b. Fresh beef

c. Salt fish

d. Salt beef

OBSERVATION WORKStKET

Qui te Really
Smelly Smelly Rotten Appearance



Sl ight
OdorOdorless

Sniff Test

Sniff Test IP

Sniff Test f!
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a. Fresh fish

b. Fresh beef

c. Salt fish

d. Salt beef

a. Fresh fish

b. Fresh beef

c. Salt fish

d. Salt beef

a. Fresh fish

b. Fresh beef

c. Salt fish

d. Salt beef

OBSERVATION WORK%%ET

Qui te Really
Smelly Smelly Rotten Appearance



Automatic 'Fish Sniffer'+

An electronic instrument which gives an instantaneous measurement of the freshness

of fish was shown to the American fishing industry for the first time at Fish Expo in

8oston.

The ins'trument is known as the gr, Torrymeter. It was developed and designed by

the Torry Research Station of Aberdeen, Scotland. It is being manufactured in Scotland
by G.R. International Electronics l td. American distributors of the instrument are

Nova * Co. of Manchester, Mass.

The principle on which the Torrymeter operates is based on the changing ability of
fish tissue to conduct an electrical current after death of the fish. Two electrodes at

the base of the instrument pass a light electrical current through the body of the fish.
The fresher the fish, the more current is blocked.

The Torryrneter offers a choice of making a single reading on one fish, or it will
give an average of 16 readings from a batch of fish. The single reading is reported
by readout in just a few seconds. The averaging of the 16 readings takes about one

minute.

To get a reading, it is only necessary to place the electrodes in contact with the
skin of the fish. A button is then pushed to provide the digital display. Another

button clears the Torrymeter for a second reading.

A major feature of the meter is that it does not leave any mark or sign of damage
on the flesh of i.he fish. It is extremely simple to operate. An unskilled operator can
learn to handle the Torrymeter in a matter of minutes, according to the manufacturer.

It is claimed Lo be far more accurate t.han any known methods presently in use to

test the freshness of fish. These include the sensory tests of smell, feel and taste. It
is also possible to test fish freshness by a chemical analysis. This process, used rnostiy
for scientific purposes, is both expensive and time consuming, however.
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According to the manufacturer, the Torrymeter is in extensive use in England,

Scotland, Norway and in other European countries. To a lesser degree, it is used in

Canada, and is being evaluated in Japan for possible use there. --H.V.R. Palmer.

+The National Fisherman january 19, l979.
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PART HI

FAMILY AND COMMJNITY FISH USE

To the Teacher

Historically and culturally fish have been a major source of protein for people
around the world. Different cultures have developed unique ways of preserving and
cooking fish. In America, fish have not played as a predominant role in our eating
habits as they have elsewhere.

This is because of our heavy emphasis on red meat. Our extensive prairies made
the production of cattle in our country economical. This is true for other countries
which have qrazing areas; for example, Argentina, Monqolia and Australia.

In PART II of FISH AND VIET, it was suqgested that kids may not be too keen
on fish because of the so called "fishy smell" of fish. Kids may also not like fish
because they have eaten improperly cooked fish. Most people cook them too long.
Another reason may be just a lack of exposure to different ways that fish may be
prepar ed.

In PART III of FISH ANV DIET, students will have the opportunity to gather
fish recipes which are favorites of theirs in a cookbook. FAMILY ANV COMMUNITY
FISH USE ends with a fish feast for students, families, teachers, and friends, usinq the
cookbook receipts.

O~ib'ectives

1. Students should be able to list the common names of two different species
of fish used in cooking.

2. Students should be able to list three ways that fish are processed.

Students should be able to list three ways that fish are cooked.

Students will be able to identify how two cultures have traditionally cooked
fish,

5. Students will put together a cookbook of their favorite fish recipes.

Materials Provided

l. RECIPE QUESTIONNAIRE master

Material Re uired from l peal Sources

1. Paper

2. Ditto or stencil master s



3. Duplicating facilities
4. One copy of RECIPE QUESTIONNAIRE for each student
5. Facilities for refrigerating and heating food

Procedure

l. Explain to your students that sometimes kids do not like to eat fish because
they have eaten fish which was improperly cooked. Another reason is that
kids may not have been exposed to the different ways fish may be prepared.

2. Explain that the class will be publishing a fish cookbook. Fach student will
have the opportunity to share their favorite fish recipe with their friends.
Each student will have a copy of the fish cookbook to keep and the project
will end with a fish feast. Students will be able to invite their parents and
friends to a special meal which wiii feature dishes from their cookbook.

3. Give each student a copy of the RECIPE QUESTIONNAIRE.

4. Review the RECIPE QUESTIONNAIRE with your students. Parts of the
questionnaire which should be reviewed are:

a. Under Kind Qf Fish tell students to write in the name of the fish species
which the recipe calls for. Typical Great Lakes fish are whitefish, perch,
smelt, and lake trout. You may want to involve your students by asking
them to name species they have eaten.

b. Under Fish Style students should check which style of fish their recipe
calls for. Make sure students know what each style means.

c. Under Commercial Processing students should check what processing their
recipe calls for.

d. Under Home Preparation students should check what their recipe calls for.

e. Discuss with your students the relationship between Fish Style,
Commercial Processing, and Home Preparation. For example, canned
tuna may be used for sandwiches or baked as part of a casserole, but
not pan fried. The extensiv processing involved in producing breaded
fish sticks limits their versatility. F ish sticks can only be baked and
eaten as is, there is little flexibility in how they can be prepared.

f. Emphasize that the recipe ingredients and recipe instructions should be
written down clearly and accurately. You may want to review basic
measures, i.e. teaspoon, tablespoon, and cup with your students.

4. Explain that the RECIPE QUESTIONNAIRE is to be taken home. Students
should fill it out at home and bring it back to the next class session. Teil
students to select a fish recipe that is a favorite of theirs.



5. After the recipe sheets are back students should decide on how they would
like to organize their cookbook. It could be done by ethnic groups, home
preparation, or style of fish. The book could have illustrations by the students
and other helpful hints on preparing fish. Don't forget to give the book a
catchy name.

6. Write the cookbook text on masters, duplicate, and collate. When the
workbooks are completed each student should receive a copy.

7. The final part of the activity is a fish feast. Select a date well in advance
and invite parents, friends, and teachers. It may be most practical to schedule
the feast during a lunch hour.

8. Have each student sign-up to bring in a dish prepared at home or a dish
available commercially. Feature several of the cookbook recipes at the feast.
Remember to also include vegetable dishes, bread, drinks, desserts, and other
items such as salt, pepper and butter. In addition, each student should take
responsibility for bringing in two place settings  one for themselves, the other
for a guest! on the day of the feast.



RECIPE QUESTIONNAIRE

Name:

Kind of Fish  specific name!

F i list Steak Skinned OtherFish Style:

Minced

C omm er ci a 1 Processing: fresh frozen

smoked ~ickled

canned

dri e d/s alt ed

breaded other

deep fry ~aa fryHorne Preparation:

raw

Questions

l. Has this dish been used in your family or neighborhood for many years?

2. How far back does this recipe go? Check with your parents and relatives.

3. Do you think this recipe is part of your family's cultural heritage?

RECIPE INGREDIENTS  list ingredients in order of use.!

RECIPE INSTRUCTIONS

Whole fish

Dressed

Soup/chowder

stew or sauce

baked

fish balls

br oiled other
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l. Fiimitrlp end Tapm
"Great Lekei Fiahing ln Traneition"

2. Filmstrip Script



GREAT LAKES FISHING IN TRANSITION

To The Teacher

This slide/tape program and the questions which follow are designed to introduce
your students to the complex and changing nature of the Great Lakes fishery. They
focus upon the previous wealth of the Great Lakes fishery and the economic, social,
and environmental factors which have changed the fishery from a booming commercial
fishery to a fishery that collapsed in certain areas and now is oriented toward the
sport fisher. The collapse of the Great Lakes commercial fishery was brought about
by overfishing by increasing numbers of commercial fishers, water pollution caused by
mining, lumbering, farming, and industrial operations. It was also caused by the invasion
of the sea lamprey, a parasitic animal that entered the Great Lakes via the Weliand

Canal. Students should be able to ident if y three causes of the decline of the
commercial fishery.

24 Students should be able to describe two changes in government policy that
favor sport fishing over commercial fishing today.

Students should be able to describe two characteristics of the Great Lakes
environment that contributed to its former abundant fishery.

4. Students should be able to describe the sea lamprey probiem.

Materials Provided

1. Filmstrip and tape: Great Lakes Fishing In Transition.

2. One copy of the filmstrip/tape script.

Materials Re uired from Local Sources

1. Filmstrip projector

2. Tape recorder

Newsprint

4. Felt-tipped markers



Procedure

1. Review glossary with your students.

When the filmstrip has been shown, ask the students to make a list of
questions which it has suggested to them.

Recoro these questions on a sheet of newsprint. This list should be left on
display for the duration of the unit so that the students can use it to focus
on questions which are important to them and review their progress as the
unit progresses. The students may wish to add questions to the fist as these
arise from their work with the activities which follow.

4.

5. Some topics which might be discussed are:

a. the value of the fishery in the days of the first settlers

b. the habitat requirements of fish

c. the changes in the commercial fishery that caused its decline

d. the industries that caused habitat degradation in the Great Lakes

e. the sea lamprey's invasion into the lakes and its effect on the
commercial fishery

f the effect of World War I on the fishery

g. the changes in government policy that now encourage the sport vs.
commercial fishery

h. the Native American fishing rights controversy

being suitable for buying or sellingcommercial:

different parts  in this case different fish species! that make a
whole  in this case the Great Lakes fishery!

C~OIIl OSltioh:

the process by which soil is washed away by the action of water
moving over it

erosion:

a type of commercial fishing net with holes in it that catch fish
by the gills

giil net:

the five large bodies of fresh water which separate the United
States and Canada between the states of New York and Minnesota

Great Lakes:

Present the filmstrip/tape: GREAT LAKES FISHING IN TRANSITIpN.  A
copy of the script is available for the teacher's reference!.



the place where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives and
grows

the depositing of eggs by fish in rivers and streams

a formal agreement made between two or more countries



SCRIPT

GREAT LAKES FISHING IN TRANSITION

NARRATOR:

1! VKW OF LAKE SUPERIOR

2! LAKE SUPERIOR SHORELINE

3! FOREST

4! LAKE SUPERIOR SHORELINE

TO THE FARL.Y SETTLERS, THE GREAT LAKES WILDERNESS WAS A LAND OF NEW

DREAMS - A LAND OF HOPE AND OPPORTUNITY,

5! GREAT LAKES LANDSCAPE

IT PROMISED A VAST HORIZON OF VALUABLE RESOURCES FOR THOSE WHO

DARED TO CLAIM THEM.

6! IMMIGRANTS ON SHIP

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD MIGRATED TO THE REGION

DURING THE 1800S.

7! GREAT LAKES VILLAGE

THEY CAME FOR ITS ABUNDANT WATER

8! FISHER HOLDING FISH

GAME

9!TRACTOR

RICH SOIL

10! TIMBER

TIMBER

11! MINING S!TE

AND MINERALS,



12! BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

THE NEWCOMERS AND THEIR CHILDREN PROSPERED FROM THE EXPLQITATQN

OF THESE RESOURCES.

13! TOWN

IN LESS THAN A CENTURY, THEY TRANSFORMED THE GREAT LAKES BASIN INTO

THE INDUSTRIAL HEARTLAND OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

14! POLLUTED WATER

ALTHOUGH THE ECONOMIC BENEFI I S OF THIS SPECTACULAR GROWTH WAVE

BEEN ENORMOUS> THE LONG TERM ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS CONTINUE TO BE

PROBLF MATIC.

15! DEAD FISH

THIS PROGRAM EXPLORES TWE PRQBLFMS QF ONE INDUSTRY PARTICULARLY

SENSITIVE TQ ENVIRONMENTAL IMBALANCES -- THE FISHERY.

16! TITLE

17! GREAT LAKES GRAPHIC

IN PREHISTORIC TIMES, THE GREAT LAKES REGION WAS COVERED WITH IMMENSE

SHEETS OF GLACIAL ICE.

18! GREAT LAKES GRAPHIC

AS THE ICE RECEDED, IT CARVED QUT THE GREAT LAKES BASIN, AN EXTENSIVE

NETWORK OF LAKES AND RIVERS IDEALLY SUITED TO MANY DIFFERENT FISH.

19! LAKE SUPERIOR

Tl.ESE FISH THRIVED IN A VARIETY OF HABITATS: THE DEFP, COLD WATERS

OF Tt% GREAT LAKES THEMSELVES;

20! CQA ST AL WE TL AND

THE SHALLOWS OF THEIR CQASTAL WETLANDS;



Zl! RIVER

THE RUNNING WATERS OF THEIR DIVERSE RIVERS AND STREAMS.

22! COASTAL WETLAND

ALL OF THESE HABITATS PROVIDED A COMBINATION OF WATER CONDITIONS,

FOOD SOURCES AND SHELTER THAT FISH NEFD TO SURVIVE AND REPRODUCF.

23! LAKE TROUT

SOME FISH, LIKE LAKE TROUT AND WHITEFISH REQUIRE SEVERAL DIFF ERENT

HABITATS IN THE COURSE OF THEIR LIFETIMES.

Za! ROCK BOTTO~

EACH TYPE OF FISH NEEDS A PARTICULAR HABITAT WHERE IT CAN SPAWN OR

LAY EGGS.

25! COASTAL WETLAND

PERCH F OR INSTANCE, NEEI! WATERS WITH SHA'LLOW, SANDY BOTTOMS,

26! LAKE SUPERIOR

LAKE TROUT, ON THE OTHER HAND, MUST F IND DEEP, OFF SHORE ROCK

F ORM AT IONS.

21! LAKE SUPERIOR

UNTIL WIDESPREAD HUMAN SETTLEMENT TOOK PLACE, THES'E HABITATS WERE

ABUNDANT IN SUPPLY.

ZB! NATIVE AMERICAN WOMAN

THE NATIVE AMERICANS WERE THE FIRST PEOPLE TO FISH THE GREAT LAKES.

29! NATIVE AMERICAN VILLAGF

THE ABUNDANT F'ISH OF THE AREA SUSTAINED MANY NATIVE AMERICAN

COMMUNITIES � SUCH AS THIS VILLAGE OF CHIPPEWA ON THE SAINT MARYS

RIVER.



30! NATIVE AMERICANS FISHING

DURING SPAWNING SEASON SKILLED FISHERS FROM THIS VILLAGE COULD CATCH

FIVE HUNDRED FISH IN TWQ HOURS, USING ONLY SPEARS AND SCOOP NETS.

31! CHIPPEWA FISHING VILLAGE

WHEN NATIVE AMERICANS INTRODUCED THE EUROPEANS TO THE LAKES, FISHING

BECAME NOT ONLY A FOOD GATHERING ACTIVITY! BUT A COMM'ERCIAL ACTIVITY

AS WELL.

32! CHIPPEWA HOME

EUROPFANS TRADED THE NATIVF AMERICAN BLANKETS, AX BLADES, AND OTHER

GOODS FOR THEIR FISH.

33! DIORAMA QF FISH DRYING

NATIVE AMERICAN FISHERS NEVER SERIOUSLY THREATENED FISH POPULATIONS

OR HABITATS BECAUSE QF THE LIMITATIONS QF THEIR EQUIPMENT AND THEIR

SMALL NUMBERS.

34! FISHERS WORKING ON DOCK

THIS PATTERN WOULD SOON CHANGE HOWEVER, AS EXPANDING EUROPEAN

COMMUNITIES ESTABLISHED THEIR QWN COMMERCIAL FISHING OPERATIONS.

35! FISHERS STANDING ON DOCK

BY 1885 OVER 10�00 EUROPEANS WER'E AT LEAST PART-TIME FISHERS ON THE

GREAT LAKES. IN THAT YEAR THFY CAUGHT OVER 120,000,000 POUNDS OF FISH.

36! COMMERCIAL F IS H C AT CH

IN 1918, AT THE END OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR, THE CATCH HAD PEAKED AT

l46 MILLION POUNDS.

37! FISHER MAULING NET

F ROM 1918 ON! THE TOTAL ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF FISH DECLINFD AS DID

THE NUMBER OF WORKERS IN THE INDUSTRY.
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58! FISHERS TAKING IN FISH

IN THE 1920's AND 19>0's, THE SIZE OF THE TOTAL ANNUAL CATCH WAS LOWER,

BUT REMAINED ABOUT THE SAME UNTIL THE SECOND WORLD WAR. THE TYPES

OF FISH CAUGHT HOWFVER! CHANGED DURING THIS PERIOD,

39! STUR KQN

SOME SPECIES LIKF THE STURGEON, GRAYLING, AND ATLANTIC SALMON HAD

DISAPPEARED ALTOGETHER.

40! FISHER IN BOAT

FEWER ANO FEWER LAKE TROUT, CHUBS AND WHITEFISH WERE SHOWING UP IN

THE CATCH.

41! SUCKERS

AS THE NUMBER OF THESF VALUABLE FISH DECLINED, FISHERS TURNED TO LESS

VALUABLE FISH LIKE CATFISH, PERCH AND SUCKERS.

42! UNLOADING CATCH

DURING WORLD WAR TWQ THE DEMAND FOR H!GH PROTEIN MEAT SUBSTITUTES

ALONG WITH DRAFT EXEMPTIONS FOR COMMERCIA' FISHERS, LEO TQ A SkARP

RISE IN TM NUMBER QF FISH TAKEN.

43! FISH IN NET

WITHIN A FEW YEARS HOWEVER, THE FISHFRY WAS IN BAD SHAPE -- AND

GETTING WORSE. BY THE 1960s MANY COMMERCIALLY VALUABLE SPECIES OF

FISH HAD ALMOST VANISHED.

44! FISHING VILLAGF

ALTHOUGH THE COLLAPSE OF T~ GREAT LAKES FISHERY WOU D APPEAR TO

BE A SUDDEN EVENT, IT IS ACTUALLY THE RFSULT QF OVER A CENTURY OF

SETTLEMENT AND INDUSTRIAL GROWTH.
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45! L UM BE R IN LA KE

THE LUMBER INDUSTRY WAS ONE QF THE KEY ELEMENTS TQ THIS GROWTH AND

MAY HAVE HAD THE MOST HARMFUL CONSEQUENCES ON FISH.

46! MOVING LOGS

IN THE LATE 1800s, WHEN THE SEARCH FOR TIMBER MOVED WESTWARD AWAY

FROM THF DEPLETED EAST COAST FORESTS, THE UPPER GREAT LAKES

EXPLODED WITH NEW ACTIVITY.

47! SAWMILL

HUNDREDS OF SAWMILLS SPRANG UP AROUND THE LAKESHORES.

48! LUMBER QN DOCK

THEIR SNARLING SAWS TURNED QUT HUGE GUANTITES OF LUMBER EVERYDAY.

49! LOGS FLOATED QN RIVER

FRESH-CUT LOGS WERE CONTINUALLY FLOATED TQ THE SAWMILLS QN RIVERS

AND STREAMS.

50! LOG JAM

I QG 3AMS OFTEN SCOURED THE BOTTOMS OF THESF STREAMS AND STIRRED UP

LARGE C!UANEITIES QF SILT THAT CLOGGED THE GILLS OF FISH. BARK RUBBED

OFF THE FLOATING LOGS, F ELL TO THE BOTTOM, ANO SMOTHERED SPAWNING

GROUNDS.

51! DEBRIS ALONG SHORELINE

SAWDUST AND DEBRIS BLANKETFD MANY SHORELINES AS SAWMILLS FLUSHED

THEIR REFUSE. INTO THE RIVERS AND LAKES.

52! LOGS BLOCKING STREA'M

STRAY LOGS OFTEN CLOGGED THE MOUTHS OF STREAMS AND RIVERS,

RESTRICTING THE MQVFMENT OF I- ISH INTO SPAWNING AREAS.



55! TRAIN MOVING LOGS

AS THE FORESTS DISAPPEARED, STREAMS HEATED UP I= ROM A LACK QF SHADE

MAKING IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE FISH TQ SPAWN.

54! F QREST F IRE

FIRES WERE ALSO A CAUSE QF DAMAGE TO THE FISHERY.

55! BRUSH PILE

LUMBER COMPANIES, FARMERS, RAILROAD AND ROAD BUILDERS ROUTINELY

SET FIRES TO CLEAR AWAY TREE STUMPS AND BRUSH.

56! ILLUSTRATION OF PESTIGQ

THE MOST DRAMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE HARM CAUSED BY "BURN OFF"

WAS THE I'IRE THAT ENGULFED THE AREA AROUND PESTIGO~ WISCONSIN IN I87l.

57! II LUSTRATION OF FIRE

IN THE ALITUMN QF THAT YEAR! STRONG WINDS WHIPPED SEVERAL BURN-OFF

FIRES INTO A HUGE f IRESTORM WHICH RAGED FQR DAYS.

5B! GREAT LAKES GRAPHIC

WHEN THE FIRE FINALLY DIED QUT, IT HAD DESTROYED ALMOST EVERYTHING

ALONG THE HUNDRED MILE LAKE SHORE LINE BET WEEN GREEN BAY AND

E SC ANABA.

59! TOMBSTONE

NEARLY TWELVE HUNDRED PEOPLE WERE KILLED IN THE PESTIGO FIRE - THE

MOST LIVES LOST TQ A SINGLE FIRE IN U.S. HISTORY.

60! AFTERMATH OF F DREST F IRE

A MILLION ACRFS OF LAND WFRE LAID BARE TO THE EFFECTS OF EROSION.

WIND AND RAIN CARRIED SILT, ASH AND THE DEBRIS INTO THE WATERS OF

GREEN BAY � ONE QF TWE RICHEST FISHING AREAS IN THE GREAT LAKES.

MANY FISH HABITATS WERE RUNIED.



6l! FARMERS STANDING IN FIELD

EROSION WAS ALSO CAUSED BY ANOTHER INDUSTRY IMPORTANT TO

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GREAT LAKES BASIN -- FARMING.

62! PLOWING FIELD

FARMERS CLEARED THE LAND OF TREES AND BROKE THE SOIL TO CREATE NEW

C RQPL ANDS.

65! MINING WORKERS

MINING ALSO ADDFD TO THE DIFFICULTIES QF F!SH BY CONTRIBUTING TQ WATER

POLL UT ION T HR DUG H RUNOFF.

64! ORE PROCESSING PLANT

IRON AND COPPER MINING WASTES WERE OFTEN LEFT IN PLACES WHERE THEY

COULD EASILY FOUL WATER WHERE FISH THRIVED.

65! FISHERY DISRUPTION PUZZLF

WHILE EACH OF THESE INDUSTRIES PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE INITIAL

DISRUPTQN QF THE FISHERY, WE MUST LOOK TO COMMERCIAL FISHING ITSELF

TO GET THE WHOLE PICTURE.

66! FISH DEALERS ON DOCK

INCREASING DEMAND FOR FISH COUPLED WITH ADVANCES IN NET AND BOAT

TECHNOLOGIES LED TO A GOLDEN AGE Of- FISHING IN THE l880s AND 90s.

67! SAIL-POWERED FISHING BOAT

BEFORE THIS ERA, SAIL-POWERED BOATS WERE THE TECHNOLOGY QF THE DAY.

THIS KEPT FISHERS CLOSF TO SHORE.

68! MOTORIZED FISHING BOAT

WHEN MOTORIZED BOATS CAME ONTO THE SCENE, FISHERS COULD VENTURE

QUT INTO THE DEEPER WATERS AND BRING UP HEAVIER LOADS OF WHITEFISH,

LAKE TROUT, BLUE PIKE AND CHUB.
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69! NETS HANGING TQ DRY

NEW NET DESIGNS ALSO ENABLED FISHERS TQ BRING UP MORE QF THESE HIGH

QUALITY FISH.

70! GILL NET GRAPHIC

FOR YEARS, THE GILL NET WAS THE STANDARD T'QOL OF THE TRADE. THIS

NET TRAPS THE F ISH BY THEIR GILLS AS THEY TRY TO SWIM THROUGH IT,

UNFORTUNATELY, MANY FISH DIE BEFORE THE NET CAN BE LIFTED,

7l! POUND NET

POUND AND TRAP NETS ARE A BIT MORE COMPLICATED. THEY ARE DESIGNED

TO GUIDE FISH INTO A PQT OR TRAP. HERE, THF FISH CAN SWIM F REELY UNTIL

THEY ARE BROUGHT UP.

72! WHOLESALE FISH MARKET

IRONICALLY THE VERY SUCCESS OF THE COMMERCIAL FISHERS CQNTRIBUTFD

TQ THEIR DECLINE. THEIR GROWING NUMBFRS, IMPROVING TECHNQLQGY AND

EXPANDING MARKET LED TO QVERFISHING.

73! DELIVERY TRUCK BEING LOADED

COMMERCIAL FISHERS WERE SIMPLY TAKING MORE FISH QUT QF THE GREAT

LAKES THAN COULD BE REPLACED THROUGH NATURAL REPRODUCTION.

74! GREAT LAKES GRAPHIC

BUT WITH GREAT LAKES WATERS BEING SHARED BY EIGHT STATES AND CANADA,

NQ SINGLE GOVERNMENT HAD THE POWER TO FORCE ANOTHER TO ADOPT A

COMMON F ISHING POLICY.

75! F I SHE RS QN BQ AT

THEN, WHILE GOVERNMENTS AND THEIR FISHERS CONTINUED TO ARGUE OVER

FISHING REGULATIONS, SOMETHING TOTALLY UNEXPECTED HAPPENED.
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76! MODEL OF LAMPREY ATTACHED TO FISH

THE SFA LAMPREY, WHICH MAD ENTERED THE UPPER GREAT LAKFS THROUGH

THE WELLAND AND ERK CANALS, BEGAN TO WIPE OUT ENTIRE POPULATIONS

OF VALUABLE FISH.

77! HAND HOLDING LAMPREY

THE SEA LAMPREY IS AN EEL-LIKE ANIMAL THAT FEEDS ON THE LIVING TISSUE

OF FISH. DURING ITS LIFETIME' E.ACH LAMPREY CAN KILL UP TO FORTY POUNDS

OF FISH.

78! LAMPREYS

THE SEA LAMPREY PROBLEM DEMANDED AN INTERNATIONAL SQLUTIQN. !N 1955,

THE GREAT LAKES FISHERY COMMISSION WAS SET UP TO DEVELOP AN EFFECTIVE

SEA LAMPREY CONTROL PROGRAM.

79! SPRAYING TFM

AFTER Y'EARS OF UNSIJCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS TQ TRAP AND ELECTROCUTE

LAMPREY'S, A SPECIAL POISON WAS DFVELOPED AND USED WITH GREAT SUCCESS.

80! WHITEFISH

THE SFA LAMPREY WAS FINAl LY BROUGHT UNDFR CONTROL, BUT ITS IMPACT

ON QVERFISHED SPFCIES WAS DECISIVF. LAKE TROUT, WHITFFISH ANO CISCQS

WOULD NEVER RETURN TO THEIR FORMER LEVELS,

81! SMALL TROUT

OTHER LQW-VALUE FISH � SMELT AND ALEWIFE � OFTEN FILLED THE GAP

WHERE THE COMMERCIAL SPECIES ONCE THRIVED.

82! OLD BOAT HULL

THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF THE SEA LAMPREY, QVERFISHING, AND POLLUTION

VIRTUALLY RUINED THE COMMERCIAL FISHING INDUSTRY. BUT A UNIQUE SET

OF CIRCUMSTANCES SET THE STAGE FOR A NEW BREED OF FISHER.



8 3! SPOR T F I S HER

THE SPORT FISHER

84! BOY CARRYING FISH

85! FISHERS HOLDING CATCH

86! ICE FISHER

87! FISHER HOLDING FISH

BB! SPORT F ISHER

89! OUT DOOR COOK ING

AFTER WORLD WAR TWQ, PEOPLE HAD MORE LEISURE TIME AND MORE MONEY

TO SPEND QN RECREATION.

90! HIGHWAY

IMPROVED ROADS MADE IT EASIER FOR URBAN DWELLERS TQ GET TO THE

GREAT LAKES.

9l! FISHER IN BOAT

AND WHAT BETTER WAY TQ UNWIND THAN WITH A WEEKEND QF FISHING?

92! SPORTS F ISHING CHARTER BOATS

AS THE SALE OI' RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES BOOMED,

SPQRTFISHING QUICKLY BECAME A MAjOR INDUSTRY IN THE REGION. CHARTER

BOATS PUT IN WHERE COMMERCIAL BOATS ONCE DOCKED.

95! SPORT F ISHER

SPQRTF ISHING GENERATED MUCH MORE MONEY FOR STATE AND LOCAL

TREASURIES THAN DID COMMERCIAL FISHING.

94! FISHING ROD IN HAND

AS A RESULT, STATE FISHERY OFFICIALS -- SUCH AS HOWARD TANNER OF

MICHIGAN � STRONGLY FAVORED SPORTFISHING OVER COMMERCIAL FISHING.
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HOWARD TANNER:

95! FISH BEING RE'ELED IN

IN 1965, TANNER MADE THIS OFFICIAL POLICY STATEMENT: "I, THINK THAT A

POLICY NEEDS TQ BE LAID DOWN THAT RECOGNIZES RECREATQNAL FISHING

AS YEELDING THE MOST GOOD F QR THE MOST PEOPLE."

96! FISH IN NET

WOULD ALSO ADD THAT THE F'ISHE RIES OF THE GREAT LAKES WILL BE

MANAGED FIR.ST FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE RECREATQNAL F ISH'ERMAN."

NAR,RATOR:

97! REMOVING F ISH F ROM NET

IN RESPONSE TO THIS POLICY, GOVERNMENT HATCHERIES RELEASED MILLIONS

OF YOUNG SALMON AND LAKE TROUT INTO THE LAKFS.

98! CLEANING FISH

FOR THE SPORTF ISHER, THIS POLICY WAS A DREAM-COME-TRUE. COMMERCIAL

F ISHF RS HOWF VER, WOULD NOT SHARE IN THIS DREAM. THE AMBITIOUS

STOCKING PROGRAM WAS CQMBINEI3 WITH NUMEROUS REST RIC TIONS ON

COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS.

99! COMMERCIAL FISHING BOAT

COMMERCIAI FISHING WAS ALLOWEO ONLY IN DESLGNATLD PLACES,

100! PULLING IN NET

ONLY CERTAIN TYPES QF NETS COLJLD BE IJSED.

101! PACKING F ISH INTO BOXES

SOME OF THE SPECIFS ENJOYED BY SPORTF ISHERS WERE PLACED QFF-LIMITS

TO COMMERCIAL FISHERS.
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102! F ISHER ON BOAT

THE NUMBER QF COMMERCIAL FISHING LICENSES ISSUED BY STATE

GOVERNMENTS WAS DRASTICALLY RFDUCED.

105! BOAT DOCKING

OF ALL THESE RESTRICTIONS, THE LAST MAY HAVE BEEN THE MOST

CONTROVERSIAL BECAUSE' OF ITS EFFECT ON SMALL-SCALE F ISHERS. CLAUDE

VERDUIN OF THE GREAT LAKES FISHERY COMMISSION SPOKE OUT QN THIS ISSUE:

CLAUDE VERDUIN;

104! MAN BY TRUCK

"FIRST QF ALL! YOU' RE WORRIED ABOUT THIS GUY BECAUSE HE'S ONLY MAKING

FOUR THOUSAND A YEAR, HE LIVES IN THE UPPER PENINSULA AND HIS TRUCK

IS HIS ONLY MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION."

105! MAN CHOPPING WOOD

"HE LIVES IN A SMALL HOUSE AND PROBABLY HEATS IT WITH WOOD HE CUTS

FROM HIS OWN LOT. HE EATS A LOT OF FISH AND TRADES SOME OF IT FOR,

GROCERIES."

106! MAN BY BOAT

"WHEN THEY WERE TRYING TQ PUT THE LITTL'E GUY OUT OF BUSINESS, I TOLD

THEM 'THIS DOSEN'T MAKE SENSE'."

NARRATOR:

107! WEIGHING F ISH

IT DOES MAKE "SENSE" HOWEVER � DOLLARS ANI3 CENTS FOR THE REGION'S

ECONOMY. MILLIONS OF SPORTFISHERS SPEND MONEY EVERY YEAR ON MOTELS,

RESTAURANTS, GASOLINE! BOATS, TACKLF AND FISHING LICENSES. THIS MEANS

MORE 3OBS FOR MORE PEQPLF.
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108! FISHERS ON BOAT

THE PRIORITY GIVFN TO SPQRTFISHING HASN T ESCAPED CRITICISM THOUGH.

SOM'E PEOPLE FEFL EXPANDED COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS COULD PROVIDE

MORE FOOD TO AN INCREASINGLY HUNGRY WORLD.

109! GILL NET TUG

AT THE SAME T IME, NATIVF AMERICAN FISHERS RE JECT ANY ATTEMPTS '3Y

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS TO REGULATE THEIR USE QF THE FISHERY.

110! TR'EATY SIGNING MEETING

THEY ARGUF THAT TR'EATIES MADE BETW'EEN THEIR ANCESTORS AND CANADIAN

AND UNITED STATFS GOVERNMENT GUARANT'FE THEM THE USE QF THE FISHERY

WITHOUT ANY RESTRICTIONS.

111! J'UDGF S

THESE CLAIMS ARE STILL BEING ARGUED IN THE COURTS.

11Z! BOAT DOCKING

JUST HQW TO SHARE THE F!SHERIES FAIRLY, AND DN AN ENVIRONMENTALLY

SOUND BASIS~ IS AN ONGOING PROBLEM FOR GOVERNMENTS AND EVER YQNF

WHO WANTS TO CATCH QR EAT FISI-L

113! DUfvlP

BUT EVEN IF PEOPLE FOUND A METHOD FOR SHA'RING THE FISH THAT MADE

EVERYONE HAPPY, THFRE WOULD STILL BE THE PROBLEM OF POLLUTION.

114! AERIAL VIFW-POLLUTED WATER

POLLUTION CAN MAKE THE HABITATS OF' MANY KINDS QF FISH UNLIVABLF.

115! FISH

IT CAN ALSO CONTAMINATE FISH, EITHER KILLING THEM QR MAKING THEM

UNFIT FQR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.



116! GREAT LAKES POLLUTION SOURCES

AND SINCE POLLUTION INVOLVES EVERY HUMAN ACTIVITY, F ROM DRIVING CARS

TO MAKING THEM! DRINKING WATER TO DISPOSING OF SEWAGE, SOLVING THIS

PROBLEM IS EVEN MORE COMPLICATED THAN SHARING THE FISHERY.

117...! CREDITS
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COULD A BROOK TROUT SPAWN IN YOUR STREAM?
WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT

To The Teacher

There are many factors which determine whether or not fish can survive in the
Great Lakes or their tributaries. Different fish have differen't requirements, and the
brook trout  Salveiinus fontinalis! has some of the most stringent. In this activity,
students will investigate some of the conditions necessary for brook trout to survive
and spawn in a stream. These include temperature ranqe, stream bottom composition,
water clarity, water velocity, shore cover, pH, and food sources. These factors affect
all fish and are critical to their survival.

One purpose of the activity is to show students that fish such as the brook trout
demand a particular set of environmental conditions for their survival and reproduction.
A second purpose is to provide students with skills to investigate their environment.
Finally, conclusions from this study should assist students in understanding the impact
of human activities on fish in the Great Lakes. It should assist them in developing
ideas about what must be done to preserve the Great Lakes fishery.

Brook trout are found in clear, rool, well-oxygenated waters of sprinq fed brooks
and streams. Brookies may also live in the Great Lakes, where they are known as
"coasters." Both stream and lake dwellers spawn in streams durinq the falL It is
typical of the Salmonid family  Family of fish includinq, Trout, 'Salmon and Chars! of
which the brook trout is a member, to live in deep lake waters and miqrate to streams.

Since the salmonids that live in the Great Lakes spawn in streams, water quality
in both tributaries and lakes is important. Unfortunately, because of human activities
the number of trout. stream hahitats has been reduced to a few stocked streams.

Many changes have contributed to the decrease in brook trout populations:
contarninants; stream temperature chanqes  too cold in winter or too warm all year
round! due to human actions such as land development; crowding pressure from the
brown trout and Coho salmon, both imported fish species; and pressure from recreational
fishers,

The story of the brook trout raises important questions. Will most Great Lakes
tributary streams ever be clean enouqh again for brook trout? How many of the fish
species in the Great Lakes region are endangered by the same problems as the brook
trout?

The following activity is a field exercise designed for a stream or river. However,
if getting to such a location is impractical for your classes, the activity can be adapted
to a different body of water. A drainage ditch, pond, lake or even an established
classroom aquarium wouid work for many of the measurements included here. Flowinq
water is necessary of course for water velocity measurements, hut Items like dissolved
oxygen, bottom conditions and pH can be measured using still water. However you
conduct this activity, it is important that both you and your students rernernber that
its emphasis is on the environmental needs of the brook trout. In many ways, findings
about. the brook trout will apply to other Great Lakes fish.

Althouqh some special lab equipment is necessary for this activity, only the Hach
kits are relatively expensive and unlikely to be available in a middle school. They
may, however, be available from a local high school or colleqe.
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~Ob'ectives

1. The student will be able to list at least four habitat requirements for brook
trout survival and spawning, e.g., well oxygenated water.

2, Using simple equipment, the student will be able to explain how she/he would
determine whether a stream meets at least four of these habitat requirements.

Give~ a specific list of the book trout's life requirements, the student will be
able to conclude whether or not a stream is suitable for brook trout survival.

4. Given a series of possible human-induced changes to the stream habitat, such as
siltation from a particular land use pattern, students will be able to predict the
consequences for a brook trout population in that stream.

Materials Provided

1. FIELD OBSERVATION WClRKSHEET master

2. STREAM SUMMARY WORKSHEET master

STREAM ORGANISM TOLERANCE RANGES master

Materials Re uired from Local Sources

For the field trip: Each team of four to six students will need the following:

 Check your local high school or college for assistance.!

1. therm orneter

2. orange

10. enamel or white bottomed pans

lI.. tweez rs

12. strainer

13. watch with a second hand

14. rubber boots for each student

15. one copy of FIELD OASERVATION
WORKS HEE T

16. First-Aid kit for class

17. Boxes to hold equipment for each

50' �5.5 meters!
measuring tape or rope

"4. Hach kit for testing 02
concentration

5. collecting jars

"6. Hach pH kit

7. student notepads and worksheets

8. magnifying lenses

9. kick screens  construct as
described in procedure /PlF!
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Hach kits can be ordered from Hach Chemical Company, P.O. Box 389, Loveland,
Colorado 80539  approximate cost of dissolved oxygen kit, $39.00, pH kit � wide
range, $52.00, narrow range, $42.00!. These kits can be shared between teams.



For Construction of "kick" screens:

l. Hammer or staplegun

2. Fine door screen  approximately 24 square feet needed for four screens!

Wood, 8 pieces 1" x 2" x 0' �.5 x 5 x 9.0 centimeters!  for four screens!

4. Tacks or staples

8ack in Classroom After Field Tri

l. One copy of STRFAM SlJMMARY WORKSHEET for each team

2. One copy of STREAM ORGANISM TOLERANCE RANGES for each student

Chalk board or newsprint and felt tip pens

Procedure

l. Preparation for Field Trip:

a. Select a site for the field trip. Ideally this should be a small stream.
For safety reasons the stream should not be deeper than an average of
three to four feet. Current velocity should be slow to moderate. The
stream has to be accessible to students, banks should not be deep nor
should there be any hidden drop offs in the stream bed. Stay away from
stream beds which are littered with rusted cans and broken glass. The
stream should have four to five work sites wher e student teams can
conduct their measurements without interference from one another. Each

work site should be about 75 ft, �4 meters! apart,

b. Select a date for your field trip. Make alternatve plans in case of bad
weather.

c. If necessary, obtain permission for the field trip from your supervisor and
parents' consent. This should be done several weeks before the scheduled
field trip.

d. Make arrangements for additional field trip supervision. Students will be
working in teams of four to six; one ad~it for each team would be ideal.
This frees you to move between the teams and to provide assistance where
additional help is needed.

e. Arrange transportation for the field trip. Appr oximately two hours will
be needed at the field site.

f. Construct a "kick" screen for each team. To make a "kick" screen take

two 1" x 2" boards approximately 2-3' long; tack or staple fine door screen
between the two pieces of wood so that the wood pieces are about 2'



KICK SCREEN DIAGRAM

g. Assemble materials listed under materials requir ed from local. sources.
Make sure the chemicals in the oxygen and pH kits are fresh. Place one
set of the assembled materials in a large box for each team. In each
box include a checklist of the materials enclosed so that students will
know for what they are responsible.

h. Divide the class into teams of four to six students and assign an adult to
each team, Students and parents will be given their assignments later.

2. About a week before the field trip beqin preparing your class.

a. Discuss the purpose of the field trip with your students.

b. Review unfamiliar vocabulary  see I Iossary! with your students.

Review each of the field trip measurements iin the classroom. Students
should practice usinq special equipment like the Hach K'its.  Follow
instructions enclosed with the oxygen 4 pH kits!. Some st~dents may
also need practice reading the thermometer. Re sure that each student
understands how to do each measurement and the calculatiions on the
FIELD OBSERVATION WORKSHEET.

c,

d. Announce team assiignments.

Have each team select two recorder s, one for the field and one for
transferring the field obser vation data to the STREAM SUMMARY
WORKSHEET back in the classroom.

4. Before the field trip begins have each group check theiir equipment box to
make sure it is complete. F xplain to each group that they are responsible
for' the equipment in the box, It is their Iob to take the equipment to the
stream site and get it all back to the classroom,
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apart.  see d'iaqram 'below!. The "kick' screen can be constructed by the students.



Travel t.o the field trip site.

6. Give each field recorder one FIELD OBSERVATION WORKSHEET. As the
other members of the group conduct the field measurements, it ls the
recorder's job to write down the group's observations on the Worksheet. The
recorder should also make a rough map of lhe area as called for in ii.em one
of the FIELD OBSERVATION WORKSMEET.

7. Have each group select an observatton sit.e. Teams should be 75 �4 meters!
feet apart. Teams should begin their tasks immediately. Adult supervisors
should assist t,herr groups as needed.

8. Allow approximately two hours for students to complete the FIELD
OBSERVATION WORKSHEET.  Cover, water veLocity, and food will not be
determined if an aquarium is used in place of a stream. You should make
an effort however, to help your students become aware of these habital
characteristics.!

9. Remind students that all animals collected from the stream should be returned
to the stream aft.er they have been Identified.

10. As each team completes their observations they should pack their equipment
and return it t.o the appropriate vehicle. Each team supervisor should check
the box to ensure that all the equipment has been returned.

13.. Back in the classroom t,he first team recorder should complete the FKLD
OBSERVATION WORKSHEET.

12. Give the second t.earn recorder of each team one copy of the STREAM
SUMMARY WORKSHEET. Using the observation data on the FKLD
QBSERVATLCIN WORKSHEET, the second leam recorder should complete t.he
column marked "your stream". This should take about 20 minut.es.

13. The teacher or an appointed student should t.hen prepare a large version of
the summary sheet t.o be posted on newsprint. in front of the room. The
chalkboard can be used instead of newsprint..

14. One person from each team should explatn to the class their findings for
each category. As the students report their informaton it should be recorded
on the large summary sheet. Temperature, pH, and oxygen should be averaged
to give an overall ptcture of the stream. Other characteristcs such as stream
velocity, cover, and stream bottom should also be summarized. Compute the
Biotic Index for your stream as foilows: determine the total number of
different animal types found in each of Classes I, II, and Ill, only count an
animal species once. Apply the following equation to your totals:

� x Class I! +  I x Class II! + � x Class III! = Biotic Index.

A Biotic Index of:

0-4 = poor stream water quality
5-9 = average stream water quality

10-14 = healthy stream water quality
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15. Using the "Best for the Brook Traut" column on the STREAM SUMMARY
SHEET, have the class decide whether their selected body of water is a fit
habitat for brook tro~t spawning.

16. Distribute the STREAM ORGANISM TOLERANCE RANGES to each student.
Using these data ask the students to suggest wha't kinds of organisms could
live in the habitat they surveyed. List these suggestions on a large sheet of
newsprint. Then ask the students to check off those organisms which they
have actually observed.

17. Begin a discussion about the environmental conditons needed for brook trout,
to survive and to spawn in a stream. Using the class size stream summary as
a guide, generate a list on the baard of possible changes that would have an
effect on the brook trout's ability to survive and reproduce.

The following possible problems will aid in leading the discussion.

a. What would happen if your town put a dam on the trout stream? Abave
the darn? Below?

b. What would happen if a house were built near the edge of the stream?
Whet about a road?

c. What would happen if every time there was a heavy rain storm in your
town, the sewers overflowed, dumping raw sewage into the stream?

d. What would happen if your tawn decided to pave the bottom af the stream
to make it easter to keep clean and control during flooding?

e. What would happen if a manufacturing plant in your area decided to dump
its chemical wastes into the stream?

f. What da you need to do ta make your stream a goad brook trout stream?
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Familiarize your students with the following terms before con4ucting the activity.

l. Benthos:
Bottom dwelling organisms.

2. Biotic Index:
A measure of water quality based on a field inventory of the organisms
living in the water. Since the extent to which organisms are more or
less sensitive to pollution is known, one can 4eterrnine water quality by
analyzing the type of organisms present.

3. Environment:
The combination of all the forces, substances and other life which surround
an4 interact with an organism or population.

Ex'tent to which oxygen occurs dissolved in water. It is usually expressed
in parts per million or as a percentage of saturation.+

5. Habitat:
~he natural home of a plant or animal.

6. Invertebrate Animals:
Those animals that are without a spinal column, such as insects, octopi,
ciarns, and worms.

7. One drop of anything mixed in with a million drops of water is scientifically
measured as 1 part per million  ppm!. Another way of writing pprn is
milligrams per liter  mg/1!. For additional information see Part III of
TOXIC SUBSTANCES activity in this unit.

B. pH: Measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a substance on a 0-14 scale, with
7 being neutral.

9. ~aw~incp
The repro4uction of fish; laying, fertilizing and depositing eggs in the
aquatic environment.

10. Stream Cover:
Vegetation which may overhang a stream.

11. Stream Bottom Corn osition:
The nature of the non-living materials found on the bottom of a stream.

"Adapted from Miller, G. Tyler, Living In The Environment, 3rd ed. Belmont,
California: Wadsworth Publishing Company 19B2.
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12. Steam r i f f les:
A section of a stream bed which is shallow and causes small waves and
ripples in the water.

The upper and lower limits of an organism's capacity to endure or adapt
physiologically to factors like temperature or acidity.

A stream flowing into a larger body of water.

The degree to which wat.er is transparent, or the degree to which light
can penetrate it.

16. The speed of water fiow.
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FIELD OBSERVATION WORKSHEET

Brook Trout

COULD A BROOK TROUT SPAWN
IN YOUR STREAM?

WATER QUALITY ASSESSMFNT
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FIELD OBSERVATION WORKSHEET

1. Cover Stream De th Stream Bottom

On a sheet of paper, draw a map of the section of the stream yau have selected.
Look at the stream bottom ta see what kind of material it is made of. Note your
conclusions an the map. Locate and map characteristics such as riffies, deep pools,
shade trees, overhanging banks, logs, or large rocks in the area, and other fish
hiding places. Mark where springs may be seeping into the stream. Note any signs
which show how people have changed the area.

Calculate the average of three readings taken at three different places in your

sectian of the stream. Allow at least two minutes for the thermometer to adjust

to each new spot.

Trial 1:

Trial 2:

Trial 5:

Average Temperature:

Silt  mud! in water makes it difficult to see through water. Thats because it blocks
sunlight fram traveling into the water. Without sunlight, green plants which live in
the water are unable to produce oxygen. This can lower the amount of dissolved

oxygen in the stream.

Look at your stream and determine the clearness or cloudiness of the water. Choose
a site where the water is about three feet  .92 meters! deep. Circle one of the

three choices given below.

The water clarity at our observation site is:

a. CLEAR

b. SLIGHTLY CLOUDY

c. VERY CLOUDY

"Adapted from G.A. Larsen, Naturalist at Riveredge Nature Center, WI 1970.
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one of these sites.

4.

Along your section of the stream, mark out 50'  l5,5 meters! with a rope or tape.

Station a person with a watch that has a second hand at the downstream end of

the marker. At the upstream marker drop the orange as close to the middle of

the stream as you can. Record the amount of time it takes the orange to flow down

to the other marker. Measure twice and find the velocity.

Trial 1:

Trial 2:

2 = average time in seconds to cover 50'  l5.5 meters!Total:

equals

50' �5.5 meters! s  average time!

 the velocity!

5. Dissolved Ox en

feet per second

Using the method demonstrated in the classroom, measure the ppm  parts per million!
of the oxygen found in the stream. Take the measurement at least twice and

calculate the average.

Trial l:

Trial 2:

Total: y 2 = average ppm of oxygen

Do you sae places along the bank where soil may be washed into the stream?  Look
for areas without vegetation and where the soil has been packed down.! Describe



6. ~H
Determine the pH of the water, Make at least two �! tests.
Trial I:

Trial 2:

Total: -: 2 = average pH

7. Biotic Index

To have an accurate picture of your stream's water quality you would have to come
back many times to take the measurements you have just completed. That is
because stream conditions change during the day and from one season of the year

to the next. The Biotic Index is a short-cut to finding your stream's long-term

water quality.

Use the following methods to find animals in your stream:

a. Choose large rocks, logs, etc. from the stream bottom and examine for small,
dark moving objects. Pick these off with tweezers and separate into jars filled

with sCream water.

b. Use strainers or other scoops to empty small amounts of plant and stream bottom

material with some stream water into the enamel pan.

c. Force the kick screen into the stream bottom. Slightly upstream from the

screen, kick the stream bottom materials, causing the bottom to be stirred up.

Invertebrates which are present will lose their hold on the rocks, etc, and drift

with the current into the screen. After several kicks, the screen should be

broughC Co the shore where it's contents can be examined. Place any animals
you find in the enamel pan.  This method is not suitable for pond sampling.!

Next, identify as many of the invertebrates as you can. Use the enclosed illustrated
guide, "Stream Critters." As you identify an animal, check it on the chart below.

The Biotic Index uses the kinds of animals which are present in the stream to

determine water quality. This is possible because we know how sensitive certain

animals are to pollution.



Class I
 These organisms are a sign of clean,
clear water!

Class II
 These organisms can live in either
clear or polluted water.!

After you have completed identifying the animals, return them to the stream.

Now count the total number of animal types you found in each class. List these

numbers in the spaces provided below.

Determining the Biotic Index for your stream will have to wait till you are back

in class. All of the types of animals found in your steam by each group will have
to be compiled before the Biotic Index can be determined.
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Class III
 Aithough these organisms can be

found in clean, clear water, they
can survive quite well in polluted
water. When large numbers of them
are found in the water, they are a
sign that the water is heavily
polluted.!

Total number of Class I animal types found

Total number of Class II animal types found

Total number of Class III animal types found

C addi s fly l ar vae
Mayflies
Stone flies
Hei lgr arnmites
Freshwater clams
"Water Penny"
Rif f les-Beetle
Sideswimm era

Damsel fly
Ore gon fly n y mph s
Crayfish
Gill snails
F let worm
Fingernail clams
Blackfly larvae
Cranefly larvae
Horsefly larvae
Aqua ti c s ow bugs

Midge larvae
Air breathing snails
L impets
Moth Fly larvae
'Rat-tailed maggot
Leeches
Aquatic earthworm s
Mosquito wiggler



gtvgeTs
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8. You have now completed the field observation part of the Brook Trout activity.

At this time return all animals back to the stream, collect and clean all your

equipment, and pack into your box. When the equipment has been checked,

return it to the appropriate vehicle.
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STREAM QRGANlSM TOLERANCE RANGES"

'Effect of temperature on aquatic life

greater than 75oF �5 C! - little animal life in the Great Lakes region. Some
invertebr ates, abundant plant life, many fish
diseases.

- catfish, carp, bass, crappie, crayfish, invertebrates,
abundant plant life, some fish diseases.

AmmoniaBaking SodaLimes

Vinegar LyeDistilled Water

14

increasing
akalinity

pH scale: 0
increasing
acidity

7
neutral

 ---!
greatest variety of animal life  trout., mayfly, stonefly, caddie fly!

  � � � !
snails, clams

  � --!
bass, crappie

  � -- � � !
carp, suckers, catfish, some insects

plants

bacteria

" Adapted from G.A. Larsen, Naturalist st Riveredge Nature Center, Wl, 1970.
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40 55oF' �o 13oC

less than 40& � C!

2. Effect of pH on water life

- trout, crayfish, invertebrates, abundant plant life.

- few trout, very little plant life.



Critical Levels of Ox en

This table shows the amount of oxygen that each of the fish named must
have to be healthy  at the low part of e 24 hour period!.

Wor trout to spawn they need 7 pprn end above of dissolved oxygen.
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l.
2I
!.
4.
5.
6.
1.

Filsh
Rainbow Trout"
Smallmouth Bass
Perch
Goldfish
Carp
Bullhead
Brook Trout"

6.5 pp
5.0 ppm
3.5 ppm
2.5 ppm
l.5 ppm
l.0 ppm
6.0 ppm


